Supply chain disruptions happen. Be the first to know.

Monitor your supply chain network with EventWatch.

EventWatch monitors millions of news and social feeds across 100+ countries and languages. Our AI removes the noise so your alerts are 100% relevant and our team provides well-researched, actionable notifications.

Our EventWatch Offers:

- Tailored notification preferences
- Virtual “WarRooms” to confirm supplier impact
- Collaboration with your team and suppliers in real time
- Access to “What If” scenario for proactive scenario planning

Monitor Disruptions Across:

- 160 countries
- 100 languages
- 150,000 news feeds, monthly
- 45 event types

Client Testimonial

“It used to take 6 weeks to understand which sites were affected by a supply chain disruption and respond. Now with EventWatch, our response time is 6 hours!”

Ready for a more resilient supply chain? Contact us today at sales@resilinc.com
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